Karisma: Your Complete Workforce
At any radiology practice, large or small, there’s a multitude of tasks going on. At smaller facilities,
things like invoicing, stock control, information technology management and a host of other
functions are often performed by just two or three staff. What these facilities wouldn’t give for an
extra team of people on the job.
Kestral’s multifaceted RIS, Karisma, puts the skills and knowledge of an array of professionals at
your disposal – an Accountant, a Store Person, a Transcriptionist, an IT Administrator and more.
With Karisma, you can be sure your best people are on the job, helping to run things behind the scenes.

The Accountant

The IT Administrator

With the undeniable importance of the bottom-line,
a dedicated numbers guru is always an invaluable
asset. Karisma gives you the power of deep analysis
of your profit margins and financial periods. You can
raise invoices, receive payments and even bulk bill
Medicare Online, plus everything in between.

No business is complete without an IT specialist with a
finger on the pulse of the system. Karisma gives
you one with masterful control over user security
profiles and the locks placed on data files. Activity on the
server is monitored and integration with your third-party
systems, such as the PACS and PMI, is made simple.

Your Karisma accountant will offer you custom
reports on statistical information and give you
accurate and relevant data about every detail on the
performance of your business – arming you with
everything you need to make the right business
decisions.

With the addition of HQ, you get an instant link to
support from Kestral. You have the assurance of the
quickest possible response times during events such
as full disks and network issues. Plus, Silo will take care
of all your excess baggage, so to speak, keeping your
work sheet and other images separate from your main
database and making maintenance faster and hardware
cheaper.

The Storeperson
Every bit of stock you use in performing examinations
and other daily tasks is costing you money. Contrast,
catheters, syringes, you have to pay for all of it; so it makes
sense to keep track.
As a Store Person, Karisma has it covered with expert
inventory tracking that gives you up-to-the-minute
information on the ins and outs of all the consumable
stock in your business, expiry dates, spoilage and more.
You can do all of this across a single site or however many
you have.

The Purchase Officer
Half of your business involves taking and filling orders,
sending invoices and keeping an accurate record of it all.
Karisma will take orders from your other systems and turn
them into requests using the rules you’ve given it.
When it comes time to send these orders and requests
out, Karisma gives you a series of distribution rules you
can set up to print, fax and email the documents you
effortlessly crafted with its document designer.
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The Staff Coordinator

The Business Owner

Staff are your most important resource. Keeping
them happy and working at their best is a job for
the Staff Coordinator. Karisma comes with straightforward tools to let you and your staff customise
which features they see and the way they work.

The Head Honcho, Numero Uno, The Boss,
whatever you call them, some one is in charge.
Usually, it’s the person with the most invested in
the business. Karisma keeps them happy with a
wealth of stats that matter from comprehensive
management reports.

Build work lists with only the most relevant work,
alter screens to get the best layout for a user,
or let them do it themselves. There’s a place to
broadcast messages too; whether to the whole
team or just a chosen few.

The Transcriptionist
One simple way to report a case is speak into a mike
and have someone type it all up. Karisma offers a
Transcriptionist who can either transcribe your
voice files directly or hand it off to your typist.
Karisma’s voice recognition navigation lets you
move around with spoken commands, while its
dictation functionality gives typists the tools to play
back your file, rewind and fast forward you to get
your report out quickly and accurately.
About the only thing your Karisma Transcriptionist
won’t do for you is make coffee – yet. We are adding
new features all the time.

Get a birds-eye view of every financial aspect of
the business. Learn which referrers are generating
the most value, when your busiest periods are and
a whole range of figures you probably didn’t even
realise you needed until you had them.

The Complete Picture
Regardless whether you’re running a chain of
facilities of or a modest one-person operation, there
isn’t a business around that couldn’t use a hand.
Making the most of what you have is a breeze with
the right tools.
Whether you’re balancing the budget, billing your
patients, watching your stock levels, analysing the
bottom-line or performing any of the countless
tasks that make up your day, Karisma is here to
help. With every module and every feature built-in
as standard, Karisma gives you and your business
the complete picture.

The Auditor
A Karisma Auditor will keep track of everything that
happens on your system; from the slightest change
in a patient’s details to the payments and refunds
going back and forth.
To be thorough, you’ll have information on who
did what, when and where. Any time you like, you
can take a closer look at all of this information and
run some impressive reports on activity, KPIs
and more.
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